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About This Game

Universe 24 is a local highscore style, madness action based, 3d platform game.

On the planet Esaga conflict has erupted after a enormous flying machine has fallen from the heavens.
Here you follow the main protagonist fight attempt, to try and stop the Rimfs greedily plan to gather all the resources from

Gimmle, the crashed flying machine.

The story takes place over 6 missions in varying environments, designed to challenge the player in different ways and escalated
difficulty.

In skirmish mode you can customize your own fights.

Here you can challenge yourself in many different ways.
Choose Between 7 Maps and Environments.

Each map has a dedicated leader-board, so you can track your skill improvements.
9 Different Gun Modes, With Over 30+ Weapons.

Customize the numbers of enemies and there intelligence to change the difficulty, or simply go unlimited enemy spawns and
find out how long you can last.

After every challenge you get presented with statistics from the last played round.
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Key Features

High tempo action

Story mode with 6 missions

All of the story text can be narrated, if you so chose to.

Customizable Skirmish mode with 7 different maps

Quick round restarts

30+ weapons

Local high-score

36 music tracks

No DRM
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Title: Universe 24
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Allsvinn
Publisher:
Allsvinn
Release Date: 23 Apr, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows Vista 64bit or greater

Processor: Intel core i5-4690 3.5ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 460

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 7 GB available space

Additional Notes: Keyboard and Mouse

English
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Please open "The Rose" achievement for all early access buyers..

Loved the original

PS. still needs optimization and it doesn't match the pit yet but yeah... I got a couple of matches in the free demo, enjoyed it and
bought it to get more features options.

Movement is good, there are three mech classes, light, medium and heavy with different weapons and abilities.
Havnt explored multiplayer to its full potencial yet but i feel there is a lot of fun to be had there.

So i decided id try the single player campaign.

During the intro when one first gets into the mech i was really excited, you have more precise control over the hands and arms,
moving your hands inside the cockpit causes the mechs arms to mimic the motions, you can punch things (missing from the
multiplayer i think) and one feels really powerful, i got the VR giggles which i havnt got in a long time.

Then the game starts and you notice that all the control you have is over the arms, guns and shields, the mech walks by itself,
singleplayer is a rail shooter :(

Im gonna give it a playthrough but i was dissapointed that single player has no free movement.

Singleplayer looks a bit nicer than the online mode, i cant put my finger on it precisely but i think resolution is lower in the
multiplayer variant for some reason, might be a bug.

Update:
Im on vive and i downloaded Methados controller bindnings and made two changes.

Now my controls are as follows:
Left touchpad for movement, click it to jump.
Right touchpad clicks for snap turning.
Grip buttons toggle shields on\/off on respective sides.
Top buttons change weapons.
Double click and hold on the right top button recenters HMD position.

With these settings the multiplayer is a lot nicer IMO.. great game.. a good complement to the anime.. Not a perfect game but
works pretty well.
It's pretty sad, anyway... too much for me!
But it's a nice horror/mystery management/adventure game, I'll give a 7/10 without problems..

เนื้อเรื่อง บรรยากาศ ฉากcutscene เสียงพากษ์(น่าจะเพิ่มกว่านี้ซักหน่อย น้อยไปนิดนึง) ทำออกมาเกือบลงตัวทุกอย่าง

แต่เรื่องโปรแกรมมิ่งแลคมาก + จัดการเรื่อง Texture ไม่ค่อยดี อาจจะทำให้ Glitch lag

มันเสียอารมณ์คือ แทนที่จะน่ากลัวเต็มแม๊กซ์ไป กลับต้องมานั่งปวดหัวกับ Bug lag

เหมือนฟังเรื่องผี เนื้อเรื่องสยองน่ากลัวมาก แต่คนเล่าดันกระตุกกระตัก ถ้าแก้จุดนี้ได้ น่ากลัวแน่ครับ. If you liked Human Revolution you get
more of the same, with more hints, nods and lead ins to the OG Deus Ex, that we will probably never see resolved because this
game didn't make enough shekels. However there are things I do not like such as the horrible PC port, it crashes a lot, it's
optimized terribly and it's nearly 70 gigs if you get the DLC as well, it's ridiculous. I also felt that the "AUGS LIVES
MATTER" backdrop was very hamfisted a lot of the time and I can see why just from the trailers and pre release footage it
turned a lot of people off. As the game goes on it gets better but I will say that a lot of it is just obnoxious. The ending was also
very abrupt and felt rushed, and as others have stated it feels like a middle game in a trilogy that will most likely never be
resolved. Pick it up whenever it goes on sale for 9.99 like it sometimes does or acquire it via alternative methods. But as it
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stands I can't recommend buying this for the current asking price.. Better than the price would suggest, seriously worth it. Ought
to hold me till rdr2 vr :). A terrible game that isn't worth anything. The Campaign was such a disappointment for an expansion
that was Campaign oriented. The Persian Empire was a vast land with many sub-kingdoms in it that ran there own affairs,
government, and armies that would give financial or military assistance to the Empire upon request. Do we deal with multiple
kingdoms all allied against Macedon, lead by Persia… not. Instead we get 3 factions, Greeks, Persians, and Barbarians, great job
phoning it in and killing my favorite part of History. Just don’t bother buying the game; I could only milk a few hours out of it
before I got bored.
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top pc game! you can play it!. if you believe that you know how to play and your villagers will help you

YOU ARE WRONG!!

when you have wheat to harvest and your people are starving ...
THEY'D RATHER STARVE THAN GET FOOD TO EAT
and you cant find an easy way to mass repopulate your island without a week of throwing your computer around your house

did you know that you can use the WASD keys to look around the map

10 / 10 would starve with food to harvest. Legit work in progress! Now that streaming has been implemented and released into
the retail PlayClaw there will be much more improvements etc..

This Dev or Dev team is very active in the steam community forums and is really nice person.

Hi5 to the makers and publishers of PlayClaw and Dev team!

What to let folks know that there computer setup may effect PlayClaw Positively or Negitively so keep that in mind. If you
having bad frame drops etc.. might be a bottle neck a number of things generally HD can be CPU or GPU or not enough ram
etc.. do your research!

Download install and launch PlawClaw and easy to configure, to configure for twitch streaming goto your twitch.tv/dyingjedi
account and then on the left when logged in click dashboard, then clisk streaming key then click the link that says reveal
streaming key and attach that to the PlayClaw and your all set back out with it enabled and your closes servers and Walla your
ready to stream!

Overlays are fun and going to be re-worked and your gonna have cool changes here shortly but as of this release they are useful
and fully function without issues so far.

Justin Cram
DyingJedi :d2involker:. game is not so bad but should be called the farm arc..you will have to replay again adn again and again
for get equips and advance...is more the time you pass farming than advaning in story , maybe survival is better but im still too
far in farming to do it...
. I really enjoyed this game when I played it at Legends of Gaming and it is one of the most innovative games I have played for
a while. Surprisingly I don't normally like brawlers but playing this with my friends was loads of fun.. Heaps fun. Thanks to
Mike & Ryan for the heads up on it.. I swear I was drunk when I got this. This game is great, if you like co-op games this is a
must have.
It is a blast with friends, the maps are fun and unique with a nostalgic feel.
The game play is like pay day meets orcs must die, but set in the world of Army men, and Small Soldiers.
Worth the money and will consume your time.

If there is one down side it is lack of player base, but if you have a friend it won't matter.
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